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BOOK REVIEWS
the a posterioriprobabilityof h conditionedon the result0 willbe greater
than h's a prioriprobability.It would seem, then,thatAchinstein'sdefense
of independent warrant as the main means of probabilityaccrual to a
hypothesisdoes not succeed. Nonetheless the essaysdo give an intriguing
and valuable reconstructionof the role of independent warrant in the
historyof science over the last several centuries.
JOHN

Oakland University

F.

HALPIN

The PhilosophicalReview,Vol. 102, No. 4 (October, 1993)
THE DISAPPEARANCE OF TIME: KURT GODEL AND THE IDEALISTIC
TRADITION IN PHILOSOPHY. By PALLE YOURGRAU. Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPress, 1991. Pp. x, 182.
The central aim of thisbook is to explicate and defend Gddel's view that
time is "unreal." It is a sophisticatedworkwithfrequentflashesof insight
into one of the most difficultareas of philosophy.
In general, Yourgrau writeswithcare and rigor.Occasionally,however,
he makes brief pronouncements without elaboration or supportingargument. For example, we are told that G6del was driven to his radical
in maintainingthe
position by the seeminglyinsurmountabledifficulties
notion of temporal transience or "time's passage." There is, however,
littleelucidation of the nature of these difficulties.When he firstrefers
to them, this is all we are told:
to be madesenseat all, mustbe regarded
Clearly,thenotionof nuncfiuens,
as sui generis.Time maybe in somesenselikea riverbut it is
as primitive,
just wheretheanalogyfaltersthatintuitive
insightmuststepin (ifit can) to
completethepicture.(29)
It is a plausible conjecture thatthe reason whythe movingpresentmay
not make sense to Yourgrau is whatmanyphilosophershave told us before:
one can talk about movementin space whichrefersto a changingposition
in space corresponding to changing position in time. However, the flow
of the river of time cannot be conceived of at all unless we introduce a
second-order time against which the flowcan be measured. But is it not
too quick to dismissthe deeply entrenchednotion of passage in thismanner?Afterall, we can speak of the variationin the pressureof a gas without
reference to time by relating it to a variation in the magnitude of temperature, that is, we can say that as temperaturechanges from0, to 02,
pressure moves from pi, to P2. Thus, it should be at least worth asking
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oneself whetherwe cannot talk about changes in the realityof the terms
in the B-seriesof momentscorrespondingto changes in some othercosmic
variable, for example, the scaling factor,or the radius of the universe. In
thisway when the cosmic variable moves froms, to s2, the position of the
"now" shifts from t1 to t2

Later on, Yourgrau mentionsthat in
relativitytheory . . . as Godel reads it, there is no objective correlate of the

subjectiveexperienceof thepassingof time.(38)

This is puzzling,since relativitytheoryis in no wayunique in itsavoidance
of referenceto the transientaspect of time.Indeed we mayopen at random
any textbook in classical mechanics, geometrical optics, acoustics and so
on, and findnot a single(tensed) A-statement,except in the prefacewhere
the author says, "I wish to thank my wife for her past forbearance and
hope that in the future. . ."
At the same time, Yourgrau is most succinct and entirelyeffectivein
defendingPrior's supportof transientismin his famous 'Thank Goodness
it is Over' (126-27). Prior's argumentwas thata severe headache is absent
before it has begun no less thanafterit has abated, yetitseems appropriate
to issue expressions of relief only after it has passed and not before its
onset. Surely, the correct account of this is that we are pleased that the
agony is over, that it is receding into the past instead of looming ahead
and menacinglyapproaching us.
Mellor attemptedto reject this argumentby claiming it to be a law of
nature(and not subject to questioningor explaining)thata feelingof relief
occurs invariablyafterand not before a period of pain. Yourgrau's reply
to Mellor is convincing. To paraphrase it: We mightas well end all discussions of whypeople tend to put on heavy overcoats when it is cold by
sayingthat theyare required to do so by a law of nature. Surely it is far
more illuminatingto explain the phenomenon by referenceto the human
body's need of warmthand a heavy coat's capacity to preserve it.
Lately, possible worlds have oftenbeen introduced in temporal discussions. Yourgrau followsthispractice in arguing thatjust as (according to
Lewis) all worlds are equally actual relative to themselvesand thus no
single possible world is, objectivelyspeaking, privileged,so all moments
of timeare presentrelativeto themselvesand, hence, none is to be singled
out as privileged (and present). There seem to be at least two errors in
thisargument.First,we cannot say thatthe statement'All possible worlds
are actual relative to themselves'has substance before it has been established that worlds beside ours have themselvesany substance. Secondly,
as already indicated, all points in time are not equally privileged since t1
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may be privileged only at s1, while the privilege of t2 is confined to s,
Nothing correspondingto this can be claimed withrespect to worlds.
Most of Yourgrau's book is about issues surroundingits central thesis
thattimeis an illusion,ratherthan a detailed expositionof the significance
of that thesis. This is not a defect of his work. Afterall, G6del has been
preceded by McTaggart in enunciatingthe view thatthe dynamicaspects
of timeare incoherent,whilethe staticaspectson theirown are insufficient
to produce a satisfactorynotion of time. In the followingninety-five
years
dozens of essayshave been publishedto explicate,analyze,expand, defend,
or denounce McTaggart's reasoning. Very few words have been written
to explain what the thesis implied by the argument might amount to.
(Given, for instance,that everythingphysicalmust occupy some point in
time,does it followthatnothingphysicalreallyexists?)Rather thanengage
in such speculations,riskingthe loss of their intellectualgrip on reality,
philosophershave tried to tackle the argumentfor the unrealityof time,
which, they assume, lends itselfto the commonlyacknowledged tools of
logical reasoning.
GEORGE

University
ofNorthCarolina at ChapelHill
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The PhilosophicalReview,Vol. 102, No. 4 (October, 1993)
UNNATURAL DOUBTS: EPISTEMOLOGICAL REALISM AND THE BASIS
OF SCEPTICISM. By MICHAEL WILLIAMS. New York: Blackwell, 1991.
Pp. xxiii, 386.
"To hold that sceptical doubts are natural is to deny that the sceptic
depends essentiallyon distinctivetheoreticalcommitmentsnot clearlyimplicitin our ordinaryhandlingof epistemicconcepts." Against those who
so hold, Williams is out to show that "sceptical argumentsdepend essentiallyon theoreticalcommitmentsthatare notforcedon us by our ordinary
ways of thinkingabout knowledge,justification,and truth" (31-32). In
fact,it turnsout that one such commitmentdrives the various apparently
the view
compelling skeptical arguments: epistemological
foundationalism,
that "our knowledge of the external world . .. need[s] to be derived, in
some general way, from prior experiential data" (56). By showing this
dependence, Williams hopes neitherdefinitivelyto refuteskepticismnor
to show the skeptic's doubts to be incoherent,but only to show that the
skepticalargumentsare notcompelling.
Strangely,the whole firstchapter discusses the issue of how natural,
intuitive,and compellingskepticalargumentsare in the abstract,without
any presentationof the argumentsbeing discussed. And in later chapters,
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